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Relationship
Marketing

The performing arts offers a unique context in which to
study service quality due in part to the complex nature of a
live performance. –Davis

Literature Review: Reviewing theories of
Relationship Marketing; how meeting customer
expectations creates trust, long-term relationships,
and financial stability for performing arts
organizations.
Data Analysis: Collecting and coding subscription
ticket sales and post-event customer satisfaction
surveys from a central Texas Performing Arts Center.
• Ticket sales data included subscription purchases
over the course of six seasons (2012-2018).
• Post-event surveys from subscription performances
included over two thousand responses to fifty-five
events over three seasons (2015-2018)
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Performing Arts Centers need to approach the
problem of declining ticket sales holistically, as
Relationship Marketing is unique to each
organization and audience. The following are
recommendations for those wanting a sustainable
approach to subscription ticket sales in the
performing arts:
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Data & Analytics:
§ Take the time and resources to understand the
information the organization is already collecting
through ticket sales and post-event survey
reports.
§ Restructure how information is received, stored,
and analyzed so that information can be
productively exchanged, while cutting down on
repeat work processes in multiple departments.
§ Streamline data to allow effective identification
of changes from the baseline to the target goal.
Relationship Building:
§ Segment audiences by frequency of attendance.
The theater buff and entertainment seeker have
different preferences, expectations, and concerns.
§ Create marketing plans based on frequency of
attendance.
§ Reevaluate surveys. Continue to measure overall
satisfaction while drilling down to understand
what frequent customers value to increase
satisfaction, appreciation of the experience, and
overall commitment to the organization.

Are you interested in more details on Relationship
Marketing in the Performing Arts?
Contact:
Dani L Pruitt
danilpruitt@gmail.com
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What are the connections between marketing efforts,
customer satisfaction, and subscription ticket sales?
Is it possible for Performing Art Centers to revamp
their marketing techniques to create a more
sustainable subscription ticket model?
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The more the organization learns about and
monitors the patrons’ needs, preferences, attitudes,
and concerns, the more their satisfaction and
commitment levels grow.
--Rentschler

Trust

Recent research in the non-profit performing arts has
shown that marketing efforts designed to increase revenue
from ticket sales are not achieving the results required to
sustain the performing arts. –Hume
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Subscription tickets sales, a stronghold for financial
stability in Performing Art Centers and fine arts
presenters across the nation, are in decline.
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